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CHAPTER
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American Midas:
Rouse and Festival Marketplaces
from brooks, from honied

From cheerful
From varied scenes, features of Nature's
The
of the earth, of sea, join in a
To find at last their best intended
Nathaniel Childs
I hold a view ... that the greatest piece of urban
States today is

in the United
ROllse

in Cincinnati, Lexington Market in
in Philadelphia, to name just a few, arc
rhr;u;r"T urban Dublic market systems.
where farmers and traders said directly to small urban
century, in step with the erowine scale
grew in size and
included eSldlJUM

stall markets remained

151

tening supermarkets on the urban
less interiors, and prepackaged foods.
refrigeration, many more lacked
storage
prepackaged. Skepticism concerning a public role in
to antisocialist ideals, also
questions about
competition to private busmesses.
markets offering what was seen as
hrwmp;< living in sunounding
a
market buildings were destroyed,
City governments did :lot, in
most cases, know what to do with these vestigial public spaces.
Rouse was the first developer to rediscover the picturesque potential of
He came on strong promoting a renewed market space,
what became known as a "festival marketplace," as part of renewed down,
towns. Rouse believed that festival marketplaces could fill two
important roles in modem cides. He promised that
ketplace would offer an alternative to both
the past and the "cellophane wr::lnnf'rl
1hese
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parking, public squares, new or
institutions, new office
lngs providing new jobs" paired with "new values and new lifestyles of young
[thar} have made the city a more rational place for many than the
"1 Informal gentrification related to urban renewal had created umapped
upscale retail potential in the city center.
Rouse
a vision of capitalism as a direct sponsor and developer
of the leadine: Dubhc gathering spaces in major cities. In the nineteenth
great public spaces
as New
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course, playea a
amusement parks and exciting sidewalk cultures
Broadway in New York) during
turies, but business interests,
creating lively public places downtown; many of
created a, part of urban renewal during
1950s
and attracted far fewer citizens than projected. Rouse sought to expand
in quasi-public space creation and succeeded

North Arca"(:··Sjd~wal)';

46 AI1.na's Fried ObUgh
Hct Pa~lfy
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Bm!f
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12 Jamn.<Ull'$ ltldHal1 Grocery

ntis illusuatlon and

show thar when

under Rouse management, the market flavor and sellers
"U)~Ul.CllL"\.t.nlis

when the

Market
been p:eserwd

arrived and d('lTI,lIld,

Nevers.

no modern
supermarket, it did contain many businesses of a traditional food type rent··
dollars a square foot.
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included meaT, pasta, pastries, fruit, seafood, and flowers, but management
was certainly lackluster. The BRA and market managers never devoted any
energy to revitalizing the stall market for modem shoppers.
Thompson first won a BRA contest to redesign the area in the early 19705.
He originally arranged the Faneuil Hall project with Van
developers in Philadelphia, but this project, initially given the go-ahead
BHA offkials, fell through as the BRA realized that Van Arkellacked
financing. It was then that Thompson and his
developer Robert

proposed to Rouse the Faneuil
marketplace
design both HarbOlvlace and South Street Seaport
The Rouse Company). Thompson was something of a gourmand
architect in the region. He proposed that Quincy Market could
a gourmet food center offering a mix of the
been known for, in addition to hi[!h-end fast food, cafes,
feature a variety
5"'''''''''--'''
crafts, antiques,
and clothin[! stores. Above
,
-
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the chance regaining that
need the variety

action
crowds and goods, of meat,
all to be smelled, tasted, seen and touched, are the prime source sensa.
tion and amusement in whole popu!ations--in many nations except our own.
festival marketplace, as r()nrpivp,1

h"mn<()n

not share
but this mattered
On first

can
envi·
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of the spaces around them as a privately conttolled, centrally managed envi,
ronment-and a ninety-nine-year lease-perfectly matched Rouse's views
on the superiority of the completely managed environment. As one
Company document laid out in 1973, "during the public hearings
inclusion of the
held TRe [The Rouse CompanyJ emphasized tbat
Building and Stteets, the develooment of
an integrated
most impressive on first
the ThoIllDson project, with ROllse as development partner, was not
option. There is a forgotten part of the story of Faneuil
the road not taken in the privatization this public space ..
more public-oriented proposal in the air in Boston, a promore sensitive to the traditions of the market and its delicate economics.
Roger Webb, a well-connected developer with a
who had led the renovation

~)7

it is not necessary

at
tract. In fact, a great cry went up from

the pubiic exam
99-year commitment. In many
area around. He
formulated plan,

would

regret.

on

zat ion."l' 1111S siluation would have
taken at Pike Street in Seattle
the Urb:m Affair~
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excess of the guaranteed sum." Rouse bragged that in his malls "the firm aver
ages $16 rents [per square foot] in its centers and in a number of cases reaches
the $24 level. The rents are based on percentage of gross income of tenants
through the success of its tenants, it's reasonable to expect the city will
receive over $1 million annually startirlg mthe late 1970s from this program."l0
As admitted, "The cost renovation) can only be justified by high rents
from high productivity in sales and high pedestrian traffic."lt
Rouse proposed to transfer the revenue levels of malls to
ing sides of beef, cheese, and bags of fresh parsley at subsidized monthly rents
three dollars per square foot. That Rouse was generous to older tenants
that the
would preserve some gen
at first, and made verbal
uine market function, served as merely a stay of execution rather than a par~
don. The company admitted in internal documents that although they were
working hard to find "'one of a kind' distinctive stores, shops and restau
rants," "the security of the Project is fundamentally tied to the achievement
of projected sales averaging $125 to$150 dollars per square foot" with rents
in proportion. The vendors needed these high numbers because the new
businesses would
at

the contract signed with the BRA in 1973, The Rouse Company seemed
genuinely committed to preserving the older market stalls: "Revitalization
of the Quincy Market as the unique and historic meat/cheese/produce marthe City of Boston is of central importance in our DIogram for the
redevelopment of the
the market as being the merchants more
promised that they would do everything tJVOOlU''
merchants who arc essential to what the market has been,
it is now, and what it can be."23 Existing merchants received three-year
beginning in 1975 at their current rents ami prOInises thatthey coule. renew
leases at fair market value after three years. As The Rouse Company
planners discussed in 1973: "Quincy Market is a meat/cheese/produce mar
ket and the intention is to keep it the same but increase the number of
on
lower level." In the North and South Market Buildings the
company also promised "3 collection of 'one a kind' shops plus a very
restaurants."24 Roy Williams, the retail expert behind
marketplace, modeled part his work on
"If we were guided by a precedent for Quincy Market, it
.. If it's as good as Lexington Market we'll congratu
believed

Rouse saw no reason
sellers could not, with proper management and promotion,
was not
in practice.
marketplace thus became
ban reentry into the center
completely controlled environment combining the privatization
familiar chains moved
public spaces and streets, and not only because
the 1980s, but because
Rouse Compan
management to the central
market from
19705 provide descriptiOl

R(lUSl~
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awarded the cuntraC:l
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and \Vehb tdl from view
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spaces, the openness
from the heritage
ers and the

tbt: funcri,:m

urban
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merchandise, around
Quincy in a 1976
"Prices and styles compete, Apples selling for 25 cems a pound at
25 cents apiece across the street at the new Quincy market."J6 A Boston
Globe reporter noted OIl opening day "more rubber-necking than serious
ping. A butcher at United Provision Meat Co. sighed: 'It's not my day."" The
reporter found comfort from Julia and Paul Childs, who "thought the mar
ketplace would catch on. People at the opening wanted to look things over
said."37

space, entranced millions of viSitors [0 the FanueiI Hall
standards
and maintenance for urban
across America. Where once urban renewal had been cold and
archi reet Ben tlOmpson and
Rouse showed that the human and historical
side of urban life could be
courtesy of Kidder
Smith

not to build ia tourist trap,'" yet "it is a huge potential for us and it is right
we serve it well." Rouse noted,
is people from the Boston area
New England and from elsewhere who are attracted to the unique
ness, the liveliness, the wannth,
beauty, the
that the tourist could
Marketplace." It was

II
i

1
year

I

I
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now being attracted there."
also disliked what
because "more and more of the unique
successRouse Company centers," thus
rlYr\v",-ti,no "the once highly individualized owner-operated business ofFaneuit
Hall Markemlace into chain-like businesses with absentee owners."

16b

were increas
Marketplace
for a very lim

"~;~j..,f+"

are effectively
ired segment
cent. For

"45

A
In addition to

16 fast-food

another 13 \.jumcy mer

chant;; hflve added fast-food items. This is in response to obvious oppor
tunity

by crowds and, in ,001le cases, a response to financial

need. F3St food is now available up and down the complete center aisle
and at both ends

shopping. The Thompsons also noted a growing
the tenants, who were suffering because of "high costs and unexpected
billings." With no force behind them, the Thompsons suggested
company redirect its
from mass tourism, enforce policies
of merchandise
sale, create policies to
~M"~;ry" the fresh food

restaUf3nts, and cates were to
because "Quincy Market
tion with even the meat and nmnm:e
fust food items." 111e Bull
a display ca~e
"see
Quincy
ment
and tourist trap with
type of items to buy.
The Rouse COmDal
took few steps
fl.n"ln::.:r.nc or 1()cireas
by

to

··a

keep fast food in two distinct areas

from chI"

plan to

[the] center 3isle. By and

the ori!!mal "nure food" merchants which now sell fast food make a poor
L1tage devoted to original merchandise is reduced;
devoted to fast food is often third-rate in appearance.

prevent any real

~m ambiliuuo IlC,Ylllcnt SCh,'Illl' to

111:\rkct
;\\--tt.

in.

J111S

\\Tnn~i
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to me, not compatible with a bakery and a dangerous precedent WhlCl1 can
soon lead to everybody selling soft drinks in cans--vending machines next?"41
The demand
high returns from all merchants made the balance too pre
carious. As late as 1984, Rouse sent a letter to Rouse Company managershad retired--with some revealing notes: "I was surprised by the
turnover-and improvement. Jim McLean said overall turnover now
about 30% since beginning. My
is that it is
to 40-50%." In addi
he reiterated the tough management that made the festival
Rouse approved of'weeding out weak tenants" and made
and Evelyn now 4 times larger--doing over
1600!square feet"411 In 2002 there are approximately twenty obvious chain
stores, twenty-five specialty retail stores (some of which are spin-off's from
other festival marketplaces), and a few local restaurants like Durgin Park.
There are no fresh food market vendors at all. Architectural critic Robert
Campbell made a recent visit (1996) and found that "the stores are
now, and more of them are national chains. Much of the
has disappeared. Things are more tourist-oriented,
why tourists travel to Boston for the same
can find anywhere."49
management scheme were not just
the festival marketplace concept. If in
the marketplace was in part to restore face-to-face contact between owner
and seller and encourage a new
the A.merican .~hj-r""""

Harborplace! Harborplace!

God has blessed yom birth

In a
Baud Abdul Akbar Shabazz, 1979 for opening
of Harborplace in the late 19708 offered a new twist on
Hall Marketplace experience. Partnering with
no doubt sadder but also wiser for the Faneuil Hall experience, Rouse promised
he would create an attraction uniquely suited to the diverse charac
ter of Baltimore, particularly its vibrant market buildings. Baltimore
had a number of thriving public markets, including Lexington Market
in 1979 had sales of $24 million a year), but Thompson & Rouse designed
the new Harborplace market to fit comfortably alongside the recently renewed
edge
Baltimore's waterfront, already a popular spot for ethnic festivals
community events.
1964
waterfront had been
talented planners
money. Rouse's project
hunt, but as
on the

The

visions were not secondary
dement under the re~mne at the orivatized DubUc marketolace can··

an
respects. But it is,

look mo,(; attractive than it. doc,
at

Mal! S"ide!L

Less,)!] in

now

cun
villClxl
(~\Jrnnli{

l.u work Witll

Greater B;l(tinh're
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"James
earlier Charles Center
he said
we must not
like wildfire.""
This
upndmc

at the Cross Street Market in
Italy

the continuation
Charles Center-Inner
in
with
poured into
funds. The public end the
came
lCdUl:l:lllljJ oft1amboyam Mayor William Donald Schaefer,
that moment forward was finnlv hitched to

citizen, t(l realize Lh,lt "we can entertain
:1t t/1C h;wh)f. \>/e are not wedded tu
is chic and
11\ l\
rnorc s1-0rf'') [(I
thc'
,\\It

\Xlc do
c),
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Essential to the selling
clements: local

money," He noted,
toward tourists

who 'have."'5\
The Rouse Company had some fairly strong arguments on its side,
(and
only was the money of wealthy suburbanites needed in city
shopping districts of downtowns had been supported by many
Harborplace structures filled only three out
twenty-nine acres harbor wilterfront. 'The area desig··
at that time was largely paved in concrete, and the
if not perfectly public. The
a long time. As one supporter
planning commission
have

,I

its

1i

young and old, of
can be

I

~
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1
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Harborplace from the beginning was a mix of
merchants, and local shoppers. Each of
as a vision these
during the past twenty years.
Harborplace's success is the
as their place."6°Not
did the company

.or
-nreterably Harborplace. 11] the
other side of the counter
of
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and cars." She care
contrast between the old city markets
inside of Lexington Market "is full of colorful
and tantalizing smells," from the outside it is "as
shopping center." "Hatborplace
n~~"'~rh" and "is dazzling, particularly at night ... the
dramatic merchandising
marketplace was slick
M;:Jrh·1". a less attractive
and market
ever,
of the city of Baltimore. Asian grocers sell vegetables, meats,
prepared food5 to .African Americans and a few white tourists and businesspeople.
transit stop on the
near a
isn't slick and it is no great
experience in Baltimore.
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and have diminished respect
First to fail to appear was a genuine
the appeal
ulation. At least part
citizenry that was to fill its
waterfront, but it was

\ll

affected

!ll(TChani:.

lit'

tlll'

Baltimon~

marKets

their
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1980
for

marketplace was not a bad imitation."
less
been
contemporary manifestation:
Street Pavilion
small
and much
original
been altered.
by chain restaurants. So

is a busy
Harborplace is an expensive place.
110ve Harborp
Gardiner Offutt near opening
Harborplace remains an
quasi-public environment
attractive views over
delightful
restaurants:
is still
catalyze extensive dcm",'-,mm
reflects only
it was based.
delightful

1
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oversee
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start businesses, preserve traditional
in businesses to serve the poor.))
approach
ent from Rouse
arguments

tan areas, such
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marketplaces with a strong community sense
to local urban character and
Rouse Company made reasonable efforts to preserve or enhance a
feeling in the first years, the company proved insensitive to the needs
sellers and so lost this important part of the markctp
In their rush fix profits and cutting-edge management, Rouse and hIS man
of half of their vision. Big business was simply not up to the
Rather than being a

process where excessive
to generate altemative val
sector capaollmes
sector to generate its own cri
ues. It was too mllch to expect the
This, then, was
Midas story ~o;m'D~
for postwar America. s4

c=
and the malls, their close
They were two different

not even with

in creatinL' conditions for

.~t"c·,

sectnr
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Both malls and festival marketplaces today seem strangely out of
in their respective environments, and both are stamped with a model
may have been cutting-edge in the 1960s and 1970s
110W teels antiquated. These
of the businessman's utopia-the malls
and festival marketplaces--stilllook
but they
pinch at the corners of the postmodem American.

